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American groups critical of Vatican’s choices for
Irish sex scandal overseers
By CATHY HAYES, IrishCentral.com Staff Writer

 

A U.S.-based web site that
publishes child-sex abuse cases
worldwide believes that Cardinal
Sean O’Malley is not a suitable
candidate to deal with the backlash
of clerical sex abuse in Ireland.

BishopAccountability.org claims the
cardinal has past precedence of
“silencing” controversy over child
abuse in every diocese he joins.

Cardinal Sean O’Malley has been
appointed the “apostolic visitor” by
the Vatican for the Dublin diocese.

It will be his role to help with the
aftermath of the horrific cleric child
abuse history, which unfolded last
year with the publication of the
“Ryan Report.”

O’Malley is often described as a
veteran troubleshooter in clerical
sex abuse scandals.

“O’Malley’s career ascent has been fueled by his ability to walk into dioceses wracked by horrible
revelations of child molestation and enshroud them again in silence," claims the website.

The website was critical of the entire “apostolic visitation group,” made up for Archbishop Timothy
Dolan of New York; Archbishop Terrence Prendergast of Ottowa; Cardinal Cormac Murphy-
O’Connor, retired Archbishop of Westminster; and Archbishop Thomas Collins of Toronto.

The Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests (SNAP) also came forward and objected to
Archbishop Timothy Dolan and Terrence Prendergast. They said that the two U.S. archbishops had
"troubling" track records.

"Just a few years ago Boston’s O’Malley was found in violation of the US bishops’ sex abuse policy,
for refusing to make sure all parishes were offering abuse training, said SNAP Outreach Director
Barbara Dorris.

"No institution can police itself, especially not an ancient, rigid, secretive, all-male monarchy with a
horrific history of protecting predators and endangering kids.”
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PhlutiePhan | Jun 06, 2010, 04:54 PM EDT

T. Dolan came from St. Louis before he went to Milwaukee. He is a dedicated priest. However, the
"jury is still out" on his role in New York. This is from an Irish-American in St. Louis.

borefield | Jun 04, 2010, 06:51 PM EDT

What a joke!, Cardinal O'Malley is being sent to Ireland to check their sex abusing priests? Why didn't
Pope Benedict just send Cardinal Law, he is residing/hiding right there in Rome with him. Cardinal
Law is an authority on this subject, after all he rotated enough pedophile priests here in the US before
he fled to Rome. Don't we have enough sex abusing priests here in the US to deal with without
interfering with the Irish scandal. Pope Benedict should deport Cardinal Law back to the US to face
his crimes since he doesn't have enough integrity or remorse himself to do it. I still feel sorry for the
good decent priests, they all all painted with the same brush of hatred.

Godscre | Jun 04, 2010, 09:52 AM EDT

Kathy Callahan, I'm in Passaic County. We're neighbors! Appreciate your comments as well as
TomSwinford. The CDF doesn't have a good track record. We need St. Paul to straighten out (1 Cor 5
& 6). These immoral men would have been kicked out a long time ago. Are the Church leaders really
serious about following God's ways? They say they are pro-life, while children suffer at their own
hands.

Godscre | Jun 03, 2010, 05:12 PM EDT

ritmomente, surely you are joking - but this is no laughing matter. The congregation that you refer to
has an unholy past going back to the unholy Inquisition. To say that it has not been compromised
(and will not be compromised) is only to prove my point about what fools we are. The pope and his
predecessor are both already compromised. Where do you go for truth and transparency when the rot
begins at the very top?

KathyCallahan | Jun 03, 2010, 01:18 PM EDT

Niall, why not post online and parish circulated petition demanding Diarmuid Martin be given a
leadership position on the Ratzinger driven 'Dolan, O'Malley' sexual predator reform committee

KathyCallahan | Jun 03, 2010, 01:15 PM EDT

the sheriff of a major nj city in bergen county has been charged,indicted on massive nj style
corruption in the department...and he has the temerity to forcefully recommend -his right hand man -
who he appointed, groomed mentored to take his position through the corruption trial...you can make
this up in nj...it reeks of the worst kind of cronyism and is not going to happen. Diarmuid Martin is very
credible, vettable...and his actions speak louder than the obligatory pr comments from Dolan,
O'Malley insiders who think they can walk in both worlds: you cannot
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ritmomente | Jun 03, 2010, 12:35 PM EDT

The Church has a few more bishops to shed. But these guys are doing their best to make sure that
this never happens again. And TomSwinford, the Catholic Church has the Congregation of the
Doctrine of the Faith to do just that: pass judgement and punishment where necessary. It has not
been compromised one iota.

KathyCallahan | Jun 03, 2010, 10:47 AM EDT

absolutely absurd...intellectually dishonest...the panel Dolan, O'malley are company men...same old
same old that they didn't call upon Diarmuid Martin --says it allsame old same old...

KathyCallahan | Jun 03, 2010, 09:48 AM EDT

As I've said many times, the very notion that this church can investigate itself, or redeem itself is
ludicrous on its face. This church has sexually and physically abused children, not for decades as we
are told ad nauseam, but for centuries. It has done so virtually as an entitlement. While not all are
guilty, the hierarchy, from the diocese unto Rome is, whether by commision or by concealment. This
church, possibly the most secretive organization in the world, is now fighting for its survival, not to
save souls but to save itself. Redemption must be forced upon it from without, not wihin - or there will
be no redemption. If we believe otherwise, what pathetic fools we are.
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